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Section I: Thm Ma<dkaaisa of lonlsatlon
Part A: The Bohr Shoory of Bztranaolear Atomic Straetura
Before an adequate diseaeeioa of the phenoaenon of ionization
of gaseoas atosis and aolecules, that is the remoTal of one or more e-
leetrons from these hodies, can "be presented* a clear picture of the
laws \AldigOTer& the actions of the orbital electrons is necessary.
The comaonly accepted theory t^ieh best describes the experimentally
obsexTed facts was that postulated by Bohr. Throu^ the use of
Planck* 8 concept of the quanta of energy and by making two brilliant
assuotption^ Bohr dereloped from theoretical considerations alone his
theory iriiich for simplicity will now be described only as it api>lies
to the hydrogen atom. If one widies to apply the powerful mathematics
of ware meohanies, Bohr's theory can, howerer* be applied to any atomic
structure.
If ve picture the electron assooiated with a single atomic
nucleus from the standpoint of classical mechanics alone^ certain
obriously incorrect conclusions can be drawn. It Is a kncwn fact
that two unlike point charges such as the nucleus of the hydrogen atom
and its electron attract each other according to Coulomb' s inverse
Square law. Such a system can, therefere, not be in equilibrium
unless there is relatire motion. We can now make the following
asffiBBption and definitir^e:
1. Loeb, L, B, The Nature of a 5as > p. 22. Kew Tork: John Wiley
and Sons, Inc. , 193^*

The Mechanism of lonizatloxi (2)
(1) The electron mn9t be In rant ion aljoati the nucleus and
its orbit is either circular or elliptical.
(2) "e" « charge on proton or electron and is posltire or
segatire respectlTeljr.
(3) 2 « nuaber of protons in nucleus.
(U) a SE mass of electron.
(5) r « radius of orbit at aay particular point.
(6) - linear Telocity of the electron.
The orbit may be established la^r wrltix^s
(Ze) e^ » attractive force between the electron
and the nucleus.
p»
aw* « centrifttged force on electron
5h«il
[1] <Ze) e = l£
r* r
Hov for any giren ralues *Ze* and *a* it is obrioua that
there are an infinity of orbits defined by values of *• and *r".
It is further evident that an electroa executing any such path aiust be
continuously accelerating to%rards the nucleus i.e., it is under the
action of a single central force. Maxwell's classical electrodynamics
tells us that such an accelerated moving charge must radiate energy
and its kinetic energy 1 mv* is continuously being used up as
2

The Kechaaisa of Ioni«atl02 {3)
•loetro-magnetlc rftdlatioa causing a coneenueTiit decreasa in -ootential
energ7. If this process eontisaes to its logloftX concla3lo& the
•leetron will follow a spiral path towards the nucleus and erentually
fall into Iti thus destroying the atomic oonfiguration as we hare
isoalised it. This we know cannot he the case for ato^ns are extreiaely
talkie and do not behave in this fashion.
Bohr solved the apparent paradox created by the classical
concept of electron motion about the atomic nucleus by making sereral
restricting assumptions based on Planck's quantua theory. He postu*
lated that the centrally accelerated electron does ta>t radiate as
classical electrodynamics would lead one to bell ere. Cbnsideriag
equation (l) Bohr assumed fturther that "t* and *r* aust bo limited
to Talucs which define certain discrete orbits and not an infinity of
orbits. The only possible orbits were assumed to be those in which
the moment of momentum was some whole multiple of _h_ where '*h'' is
Planck* s constant and eooals 5-6U jtlO"'"' erg b«cs.
A coraparatiTely simple developawat of the restriction
iriiieh Bohr places on the angular momentum is possible. If the orbit
of the electron is assuaed to be circular, it is easily shown that
the aean value t^ the kinetic energy of the electron taken for a iidiole
2. Planck. l;i. "Zur Theorie der War^iestrahlung", Vol. 3I, pp. 758-768
(1910) and ^tJber die Begrundung des Oesetaes der Schwarsen Strahlung",
Tol. 37, pp. 6U2-656 (1912). Annalen Per Physik .
3, AndradeoS. H. Structure of the Atom, 3rd Edition p. IgU.
Kew York: Harcourt Brace and Oo., 1927.

The Meehaaies of Xonisation (U)
revolution ia equal io "B*. Here "S» is the aaount of eimTgy viiidh
Kast "be transferred to the system to remove the electron to an
iaflnitely great dietance froa the aucleus,
fhe eeaeace of Planck* s deriratioa of his oxilTerssl constant
"h" is that the energy radiation in an atoaic 8yst«B does not take
place in a continuous va7 as deserihed V classical electrodynamics.^
On the contrary it takes place in distinctly separate emissions and the
aaount of onergy radiated out from an atoiaic Tibrator is equal to "jaha*
vhere ^n" is some integer and *u'' is the characteristic frequency of
the atomic vihrator. Is the case of the electron eocecutiug its orbit
about the atomic nucleus if "w* is the frequency of revolution then:
II ** w >feere w -
2 2rr
Let us now assuiie that we hare an electron at a great distance
from an atomic nucleus and with no velocity with respect to it. !rhen.
If we allow this electron to approach the nucleus and take a stable orbit,
during the binding of the electron we would expect by Planck's theory to
have a radiation of energy equal to *iAu*. Then the energy involved in
this change of state isast be:
1 * nhw K nhu
2
U, Bohr, H, «0n the Constitution of Atoms and Molecules.''
Philosophical Ha^sine , Vol. 26. p.3 (I9I3).
5. See Planck, M. op, oit.

Th» MaebaalsB of loniaation (3)
If the asgular laosteBtoa ia denoted by "M", for a circtilar orbits
tTM « K. s,
w
Bat for a circular orbit:
X« X, « K jjiiv
2
Theas




%rfiich deinonetratee the validity of Bohr's assusit^,tion.
We can write the expression for kinetic energy of the
electron frora (l) as:
(2) K.E. « 1 aw* « S__ef
2 2r
Hov since nofflent of moi&entuffi is some eren iialtiple of h
If •»* Is ajay integer:
<3) aur « ^^
z-rr
6, Bohr* H. , op. cit., p. 15.

fh« Meehanlsa of ^oalzatlon (6)
and the electron can exist onlj in orbits defined lay this ei^esslon,




(5) mn^h* « Ze*
2( 2 rTKr)'' 2X
C6) r = a^h^
JSquatlon (6) then defines the radii of the permissible
electron orbits according to the Bohr theory. Shese mi^ be evaluated
by giving "n" the values 1, 2b 3» ^» ®t<5»
From Couloab*8 Law the potential energy of the election is:
<7) P. B. = -2e*
r
Then the total energy of the electron Ist
(g) E « K.S. P.S. « Ze^ - 2£, « >Se*
2r r 2r
Substituting C6) into (8):




9h« Ne^ualsa of lo&lsatioa (7)
S^oation (9) defines the definite ener^ levels which augr
«xi«t and these are the only energy levels vhleh may he cxpseted to
Txi stable.
Sohr further assumed that Bonochroioatio radiation is brought
about ythma an electron Jumps from one stable state of hi^er energy
content Bp to a lower energy state iL and thatt
(10) ^2 ' \ * *^^
where "u* Is tho frequency of the electro-ia&gnetic ware or light
•aitted. Subetituting for S. and B.t •
''ffiz^e^ f 1 - I \
'Shin equation is, however, correct only for a stationary aacleua.
So if we now reco^ize the fact that both buc1«is and electron aast
be in Hotion about a cosamon Kass center the final expression becomes:
(12) u « 2Tr»az*e^ / 1 - 1 \
g
where ^U* is the mass of the nucleus.
7. Bohr, N, , op. cit., pp. 1-25.
g. Stranathan, J. D. The Particles of Modem Physics , pp. 215-22U.
Philadelphia: The Blakiston Co., I'jUs.

Th« Mechanism of Ionization (8)
fhBte eonoepts are all indispeiasa^le to a elesir onderetandine
of the meohanlsra of ionisation. 9^e conelasioae drawn froa them have
been substantiated Toy a vast nualser of «zperiinents and all flhov that
Bohr has given us a atatheoatieal description of tho phenomenon ^ieh
is in very close agreenent with the physical facts.

fhe MeehanisB of I&ais&tloB (9)
Part Bs lonlsatioa and Sceltation Prooessea
The general picture of the extranacXear atraotare of tbe atoa
iaTolirea energy relations l^tveen electrical charges. In a particular
atom or aolecule, aay of oxygen, the electrons are arranged in certain
definite energy levels as defined lay Bohr. Sach electron, however, la
the natural undisturbed state has taken the orhit of lowest energy at
which it can stahly exist. If ve could supply by soffie aeans the exact
quanta of esargy as defined in Part A needed for an electron to go
fros one energy level to another there le no reason to believe that it
would not do so. Or if the energy could bs supplied for the removal
of aa electron fros the influence of the sucleas we aight expect at
a result an atom or molecule with a positive charge, ^t has been
experimentally proven that both of these phenomena Can and do occur.
Xa ti^ first case \^en an electron has been moved to a higher energy
level by the absorption of energy tram t^me outside source the atoa
or molecule is said to be "excited"; In the latter t&ea an electron
has been oos^letely removed it bscomss positively charged and ia said
to be •ionized".
1^ tKcperiment it has been found that a number of elementazy
particles can transfer to the orbital electrons the energy needed for
ionisation or excitation. A few of the many possible means whidh are
o 10
of importaiuse to this discussion are listed here:''
9. Whsatcroft, S. L. S, Gaseous Blectrical Gondaetors , pp. 23-26.
Oxfordi !Phe Clarendon Press. 1938.
10. See Loeb, L. B. , op.cit., p. 12S

The Meehanisst of Ionization (XO)
1. Hapidl/ aoTiag electrons including beta Tajn,
2« Hapldly moving poaitir© charges, protons and alpha
particles.
3. Hapidly aoTing positire iona in hi#^ fields.
U, Photoelectric ionization "bgr ultra-riolet light.
X-rays and gaama rajs.
5» 3?hermal ionization "by collision of neutral molecules
or atoms at hi^ temperatures.
One of the best means for studying the excitation and
ionization potentials, i.e. the quantities of energy necessary to excite
or ionize, in a gas is to use accelerated electrons as the source of
energy. In the simplest fox^ the experimental teelmique is to seal
a quantity of the gas to he studied in a glass tube containing tvo
electrodes and a heated filament to serve as a source of electrons.
The arrangement is indicated in figure one.* The electrons are emitted
from the heated filament S* and given an acceleration or an scount of
kinetio energys
2
vhere Y is the potential difference between ? and the wire laesh anode
& and e is the charge on the electron. A retarding potential V|^ is
applied between (i and P nearly equal to 7 sa^/ 0.^ volts less, thus no





fhe Mechanism of Ionization (11)
additional kinetic energy is added between the anode and cathode.
The gas pressure and tube element spacing is such that coa^aratiYely
few eollisions of the electrons with gas laolecules occur between
f and Or and the order of magnitude of the distance from to P is
one mean free path.
If the gas being studied is for* exs^eple molecular nitrogen
(So) as^ a plot is fflade of the volta^j^e V ts. the current which reaches
P a steady rise in current is noted for volta^s below g.5. In other
words the electrons which pass Qt headed toward the cathode with their
initial energy Ve i^i(^ do collide with the gas molecules ]!»ist do so
elaatic&lly and» therefore, lose no energy and eyentually arrive at P.
When the accelerating Toltage reaches S.5 volts » however, a distinct
drop in the rate of current increase is noted, ^ome of the electrons
must have suffered inelastic collisions, i.e. given up some or all of
their initial kinetic energy to the gaseous jaolecules. According to
Bohr*s theory this Indicates that the electrons have acquired an energy
Te equal to ha, the quantum required to raise an electron of the Hp
iwlecule to tlie next higher energy level, Jhis value of V equal to
8.5 volts is th«ai an excitation potential. If V is still further
increased a second excitation potential is noted at 9«5 volts and
finally at I6.7 volts the ionis&tion potential is reached and the ac-
celerated ele<jtrott8 have attained sufficient energy to remove an orbital




%• Mechaniam of loaizcition (12)
electron from the molecule. "^
Tez7 praciee experimental d&ta obtained t^ inreetlgators
such as Cospton and TaaToorhis indicates that the process althou^
it obeys the laws derived "tiy Bohr is not as clear oat as the fore-
going would seen to lead oae to "believsi -^ it has been found that
erery electron does not ionize or excite a molecule or atom as soon
as it has the requisite energy. Carves of the probability of icni-
sation by electron impact as a function of velocity, expressed in
equivalent volts, after Coa5>ton and YanVoorhis, for a l^rge number
of different gases shows that the aiaxifflusi probability occurs in almost
all cases between 100 and 200 equivalent volts, i'hese findings are
also borne out by Wheatcroft and Loeb.-^^ ^5
The actual probability that ioniaation will occurs however,
varies quite widely. She lowest value reported V 0<aipton and TanVoor-
his was about 0.21 for heliua and the hi^^est was for argon at O.Uj
Aile Ho ^scussed above showed a maxiaua probability of 0.U2 at 173
equivalent volts. In any attempt to induce the aaxiaim possible
ioaisation In a gas In the shortest possible tiiae these facts are all
inportant. At voltages below the 100 to 200 required for the maxijaua
12. Wheatcroft, S. L. 1., op.cit., p. 30. Sbcperimental data on
ionization and excitation potentials of various gases.
13. Ooapton, K. T, and TanVoorhis, C. C. "Probability of Ioniaation
of Oas Molecules by Slectroa Impacts. " ?hy8ieal Review , Tol. ?6,
pp. U36-53, (1925)-
lU. Wheatcroft, B. L. S. , op.cit., Chap.l.
13. Loeb, L. B. , op. cit., p. 111.

The Mechanism of lonlsation (I3)
auaber of ions the probability of ionization falls precipitously to
sero at the critical ionization potential and at Yoltages above this
range the mxmber of ions produced falls off exponentially.
Since an ionized or excited atoai or aolecule is at a higher
energy level than is required for stability it will eventually return
to its normal or lover energy level. In general it aay be said that
the life of positive ions in a gas is quite long, of the order of
seconds in siany cases. vAiile the duration of an excited state is
usually very short of the order of 10"^ seconds.^" As is to be ex-
pected \^en ionized particles capture an electron or in the ease of
the excited atom or molecule \dien an electron juaps to a lover energy
level an as»>unt of energy equal to hu is radiated at a frequency u
as defined by Planck and Bohr, Spectroscopic ©xainination of the
radiation frois a large nuaber of gaaes in the ionised and excited
states by Saha and others has shown that Planck and Bohr predicted
this i^enomenon with aiaasing accuracy.
Although the use of electrons as the means of conferring
the energy of ionization or excitation lends itself particularly well
to quantitative experimentation, it is by no raeans the only 'nethod
possible. Photoelectric ionization by light of the proper frequency
vill cause ionization in a gas and the use of ultra-violet li^t for
16. Ibid., p.115.
17. Saha, M. H., and Saha. K, K. A Treatise on Modem Physios ,
Vol. 1, P.67U. Allahabad and Calcutta: "She Indian Press, 193!^.

Tk« Mechaaiaa of Xonizatioa (lU)
Buch studies in air has "been frecruently tried. High velocity i»rticles
waltted from radioactive substances especially alpha particles are a
powerful ionizing agent. -^ X-raya have heen ueed for direct atudy of
the phenosiena and as an indirect aid in many historic cases siioh as
Mililcaa's oil drop experlaent. Difficulties encountered in devising
equipment have for the moat part, however, led investigators to the use
of the electron as the hest means of conferring energy in a controlled
Banner on the gas being studied.
After the first initial ionization has taken place, regardless
of the Banner in which it has been brought about aaay secondary processes
are brought Into play. These may include thermal ionisation by rapidly
aoving neutral atoms or molecules, if there has been a tear>erature rise,
or photoelectric ioniaation of the gas due to photons emitted by excited
or ionized particles within it. Positive or negative ions or electrons
created by the original ionieation may also cause additional energy
changes. Ifnfortunately the quantitative effects and the relative im-
portance of these various secondary phenomena is still a subject of
uncertainty. A case in point is that of ioniaation by positive ions.
Townsend and many prominent scientists who support his theory believe
that ionigation by poeitive ions is an iiaportant factor in the overall
picture of the phenomena, while X*oeb and aflfequally large group of
18. Hu^ett and XHzJBridge. Photoelectric Pheaomena, pp. 273'*280.
Mew fork: McOraw Hill, 1932.
19. See Straaathan, op. cit., p. 336.

fk« Hedia&iBia of lonix&tion (X6)
Part Cj fhe K©aa Free Path Concept
If the method of ionization chosen involves the acceleration
of the particle from Vidiich the energy is to he obtained in an electro-
static or eleetronagnetio field the aean free path in the gas under
study sBxst be known, ^e li^>ortanee of this factor can be easily seen
by recalling that the gaseous atoms or aolecules laay be either excited
or ionised depending on the eaogy of the colliding particle. Farther,
the probability that they will be ionised is greatest at some particular
energy level. £ov if the field through which the ionizing
particles are being accelerated is such that in one free path thegr
cannot acquire the ionizing velocity their energy may well be o&ployed
Berely to excite the atoms or molecules with which they come into
contact, '^ere is also the necessity for giving the accelerated
psirticles not only the Ionising energy but sufficient additional energy
so that they will ionise in the fewest number of collisions if the time
to ionize is an important factor.
The idea of a mean free path was first introduced by the
aathemttleal physicist Clausias in 1857 in support of Joule* s theory
of the kinetic nature of a gas and to describe the motion of gaseous
molecules. The original calculations are rigorous and unwieldy but
it is possible to present a simpler althou^ equally valid proof of
22
the theory.
22. Loeb, L. B, The Sature of a 0a8 > pp. 63-7I, Hew York;
John Wiley and Sons, Inc.. 1931'

The KeehaAlsa of lonisatlon (I7)
In n9.tur« the path of a gaseous molecule tvists and ttirae
in a randon aanner as It suffers successive collisions. Hovever* let
us ioagine that the path of this aolecule is straight and along the axis
of a cylinder, fhe size of the cylinder we can arbitrarily choose and,
therefore, the following definitions can he i&adet
(T = radius of the cylinder
(f « radius of the molecules
2
e « molecular velocity in cm/see and length of
cylinder in em«
X « molecules per cuhlc eetitimeter
The Tolunse of the cylinder is #d'*c Cffi3 and on the arerage
the total numher of molecules contained in it is 7r<r *cN, 'therefore,
the total number of impacts sustained hy a molecule moving along
the longitudinal axis of the cylinder is tr^^c^. The average dis-
tance between iwoacts is:
L « c ^ 1
( 7r<r *Hc) TTO-*^
All molecules in a gas do not, hovever, move \<it.h the
tame velocity and th<^ are in relative motion with respect to one
another. Kaxvrell by correcting for the velocity distribution and
relative motion has developed the follovd.ng expression for the mean

Th^ Mechanism of Ionization (18)
free path.
L " 1
tOien ionization is broiig^t about by electron collisions as in
the case of corona discharge it is iaportsint to know %Aiat energy can be
iotparted to the electron daring one free path by the electric field in
which it is storing. This knovledge will enable the experisenter to
apply the correct field strength for aaxisiaiB ionization in ainiaBUB tiaw
i.e. the fewest suaber of collisions.
Consider the velocity of an electron relative to that of
a singly ionized H2 molecule which is the lightest and therefore fastest
BQ-ring BOlecule. If both traverse the same potential difference in an









E % 7 3680
23. Ibid. p. 66.
2^. Loeb» L. B, Fuagamental Processes of Electrical Discharge in
Oases, p. 6^+5. Hew Tork: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1939*

ll<tfhMBfam of Io&lz«^tlo& (l^)
Slnee the Telocity of the electron is /368O tiauia that of
the fastest mo-ring ionic molecule all gaseons siol^mles can be assuaed
at rest relatire to an electron moving among th«B. ^The /2 tern
appearing in the expression for the mean free path L derived 1^ Max-
veil is to oosa^ensate for the fact that the molecules are in relative
motion but in the case of the electron it has been ^own that the
relative 8K>tion is negligible and therefore it will drop out.
The radius of each individoal w>lecule has been defined
as jff_ but since each molecular center can approach every other center
2
within a distance (T before impact occurs p we can define <r as the
collision radius. It has been shown by escperis^nt that the collision
2*5
radius of the electron is ^, then: "^
* T
e
Substituting in Maxwell's mean free path equation and
solving for L^j
e
25. Ibid. p. 6l|6.

Dhe Medaanisffi of lonlaatloa (20)
TkdB «acpr«8«lon developed froa kinetic th^ry desex^bes
the nean free path of the eleetrou as though it acted like a point
charge. Actually electrons Igr virtue of ttielr electric field and
de Broglie wavelength do not interact liks iK)iat i^iargea with aole-
eulee. Tery faet electrons aay pass fairly close to Bioleculea with-
out deflection %diile slow Moving electrons are oadly deflected and
collision Is BRich more likely. Kiis fact explains the extremely low
probahilil^ of ionization at hi^ electron energies previously dis-
cussed. B.. B, Brode has experinentally determined the probahility of
ionization hy electron collision at various electron energies and his
data furnish a aeans of determining the proper potential drop per
electron mean free path for maximum ionisation.
26. Brode, H. B. «fhe (^lantitatlve Study of the Collisions of
Slectrons with Atoms,* Heview of Modern HayslcS g ?ol. 5,
pp. 257-279 (1933).

flM Mechanisa of Ionization (21)
Part 3H Ionization % KegatiTo Point Corona Discharge
©xc corona type of electrical discharge has long been familiar
to mariners as St* SLao's fire. It has, howerer, been only in the last
few decades that the conanercial necessity for long distance transmission
of hi^ voltages initiated investigations into the e3cact nature of the
phenomena. Aa a result of these eagjeriiiieats we can now generally define
a corona discrfiarge in a gas as a localised Isreakdown of the gas in the
vicinity of the conductor fr^m a relatively good Insulator to a con-
ducting aedium brought ahout "by high field stresL^ths in regions of
27
«>aQ)aratively meall radii of curvature.
If a gas contained only neutral s^olcM^ules or atoms and there
were »o twsitive or negative ions or free electrons present it would heo
a perfect insulating aediua until soEsething happened to change its
nature. In the case of air under standard conditions there exist
a nuaher of free electrons and positive and negative ions produced froa
aatural causes. Cosmic rays alone are responsible for the formation
28
„
of l.b ion pairs per cuhic centimeter per second. ultra-violet li^t
froa the snn produces aiany more hy photoelectric ioniaation, and natural
radioactivity in the earth* s crust plus ionization Tsy collision of
neutral ato-ns or molecules results in a few -noro. It is easy then to
see that although air nay be considered a good insulator it is not
27. Loeb and Meek, op. cit., p.163.
28. See Stranathan, op. cit., p. US9.

fte Meehanisa of Ionization (22)
a non-conductor and in fact, if something can tie done to increase
the naaber of charged particles in it, it laay become an excellent
condttctOTa
la the case of a negative point to plane corona in air at
^^Mspheric pressure the characteristic blue glow vhicb is always
present is caased by intense ionization m)A. excitation in the re^^lon
between the positive and negative electrodes. The first step in
the development of the corona is the eaissio/i of at least one electron
from the ne^cative point. There are two Wc^ya in which this can occur.
It the field were high enoagh there would be spontaneous ejection of
electrons from the surface. of the conductor, soaetiiaes called hi^
field emission. Before the field has reached this intensity, however.
In air another factor eoioes into play. A, positive ion already
existing for re^^ons stated above will be accelerated toward the
negative electrode and upon striking it will if the potential differ-
ence through i^iich it has fallen has been high enough, cause ejection
from the surface of one or aore free electrons. These electrons once
free of the negative electrode will be accelerated away from it
toward the anode.
'Aliat happens to these free electrons as they travel through
the gas depends on several previously discussed concepts- ^irst of
all it is easy to deduce from the Bohr theory that if they can attain
the ionizing energy hu necessary to detach an orbital electron from
a molecule or atom on collision with it, the result of the first
inelastic impact will be two electrons and one positive ion.

The Mechanisa of Ionization (23)
In order to o"btain this energy the field strea^h mast "be sach that
during one free path the electron will re^ach the ionization Telocity
or some greater speed. If the field strength is too low for this to
occurs the electron may either anffer siiccesslTe elastic collisions
until it reaches the anode or it isay merelj expand its energy i& i&~
elastic collisions re^ilting in excitation of the particles which
it contacts. If sMuciaitm ionization is the desired result the field
strength woMt be aore than siaply that required to ispart the criti-
cal Telocity to the electron. It »U8t be such that during one free
path the electron will fall throng the potential difference required
to yield the maxiszosi probability of ionization In one impact.
J. S. fownsend in one of the earliest studies of ioni-
satioa by collision deTeloped the expression for the txvmbec of ions
produced fo? a giTen dist/mce from the origin 1^ the initial ionizing
29particle. "^ Al^ough he assoaed that the negatiTO ionizing particles
were primarily negative ions we now know that th«y are electrons.
His theory, however, can still be applied to the problea at hand to
determine the number of positive ions foraed Ts^- one or more electrons
50
originating at the negative point. Assume the followingt
«** « noaber of ion pairs forjued by electron collision
per centimeter of travel
29. Townaend. J, S. Electricity i^n Oases , pp. 26O-336. Oxford:
The Clarendon Press, 1915*
30. See StranaUian, op. cit., p. 12.

!Fh« Mechaaisaa of lonizatlOB {2k)
X « distance from cathode
dz ~ increment of distance
n - nualser of electrons originating at the cathode
n^ = nuaber of ion pairs foiraed at a distance "x*
from the cathode
4b * nuffiher of new pairs of ions formed in dlatasce dx
Then« reseehering that each tiae an electron ionises aa atom or mole-
cole at least tvo elsctrons and one ion are the result:
dn ^ nct-dx
Integrating for the total ions foraed:
•^1 -^0
cL dz
[log n]^ = [.c.]-
^x
\
Examination of this equation reveals at once that even one
electron originating at the negative point and traveling in a field
safficiently intense to impart to it the ionizing velocity will
quickly produce a shower of positive ions and newly lilaerafred electrons.
Such a shower is comiDonly referred to as an electron avalanche.

The Noehaalsa of Ionization (25)
With these facts at hand the sequence of events in the
corona discharge from a negative point can be stated. As soon as
the field intensity at some point on the surface of the negative point
reaches a value high enou^ to perait an incoming positive ion to
supply eaou^ energy to overcome the work function of the cathode
ieiterial« a free electron vill be ejected. I^irther, if the field
intensity is sufficient to impart the ionizing velocity to this
electron, an electron avalanche will result and the rate of increase
of free electrons and positive ions will follow ^omsend* 8 equation
as developed ahove.^^
If the corona discharge takes place in a gas under rela-
tively hi^ pressure, say air at ataospheric pressure « the aeaa free
path is of the order of 10 centimeters, '^is results in the for-
ation of Isurge ntimhers of positive ions in & very short distance
from the cathode Itself, ^ince the electronic mass is only 1
3SSO
that of the li^test molecule » it must inevitably have a much greater
mobility that the positive ions of nitrogen and oxygen formed in air.
We can, therefore visualize the free electrons produced by the
maltiple ioni«ation taking place as rapidly moving charges leaving
behind them a dense cloud of relatively iaaobile positive ions.
Before the formation of this cloud of positive ions an
electron in the vicinity of the cathode would be very strongly
31. iKJeb, L, 3. Fundamental Processes of Electrical ^i seharge in
Qasen
, p.515. New Xorfc: John Wiley and"^oas. Inc., 1939-

5he Mechanian of Ionization (26)
rep«ll*d« Kov as th»M electrons recede from the aegatlye point
leaTiag 'behind them their cloud of positive ions they are in effect
tmilding up a apace charge wiich very quickly becomes strong enough
to shield theffi from the repelling cathode. This results in a slowing
3?
down of the free electrons.
Another factor Which further inhibits the recession of the
free electrons from the negative point is the decreasing field
strength., ^or an infinitely saall point all llnea of force would
converge on an infinitely ssall area and at the surface of such a
point the repulsive force acting on the electron would be infinite.
In actual practice, of course, this is not possible but if the
diameter of the point used is of the order of say one thousandth of
an inch, it will certainly be very greatj the exact aagnitude
dependin^p; only on the applied potential between the cathode and the
anode. As the electron recedes fron the cathode, however, the 15 nee
of force diverge shf>,rply and the total applied repulsive force is
correspondingly decreased and the electron slows down.
Since it has ^een shown that there are two factors both
tending to slow down the electron as it recedes from the negative
point* it is obvious that there will be a point at which it no
longer has sufficient energy to ionize. At this stage two things
ay happen to these slow moving electrons. I^hey may, if the gas
32. ibid.

The M«chani3ffl of loiiizatlon (27)
uaed is air, be iiaaiediateljr captured "b.^ a neutral ou/gen aolecule and
fora a negative ion or they miy suffer a series of inelastic collisions
causing excitation only of the gas and then form negatiTe oxygen ions.
It has been shown experiaientally that only infreiguently do they fom
aegatire loas with nitrogen,
if the sap "between electrodes is ao short and the pressure
so lov that the electron aralanche is alle to reach the anode before
the mechaiiiaa described aboTe can stop its progrese, & spejrfc and not
a corona type discharge will of coarse result. In the case of corona
discharge inhere the strcener hjxs terainated in the space between the
electrodes, only the characteristic blue glow is observed. -^^
'Bie foregoing has in effect described one cycle only, of
the corona discharge. Although the first streaner Is storied, the cloud
of i>08itive ions adjacent to the cathode reaaia. Very quickly, one
of these positive ions or perhaps another existing in the air due to
ultra-violet, coasic raiy or natural radioactivity ionizations vrill
plunge to the surface of the cathode freeing new electrons, Ikring
the tiae taken for this to occur there has been soae diffusion of the
space charge and a nevf electron avalanche can teJce place producing
33. See Loeb «»iid M«eic, op, cit. "^Theory of Streaaer 2'ormatlon.*'

The Mechanics of Ionization (28)
aev poaltlTe loM.^^ ^^ ^ ^^
^e faot that there was such a M^vnd frequenej of sorona
ditcdiax^ wafi first noted and odftmired ts^ ^iehel in 1938.^ ^^
Trichel using -various geometric arrangestenta of his electrodas axA
-rarioas fiold stren^hs found the natural discharge frequeney to
Tarx from ^000 egrcles to at least 2O0»0C0 cycles per second i^ich was
the limit of the resolTing power of the oscillograph which he used.
Loeb, howerer, points out that at the Tery hi^ frequenelese there
are laany saall areas eaittisg electron avalanches alt^matelyf
exactly \^i(^ one depending upon the instantaneous value of the field
strength which, as shown ahore, aay he profoundly influenced lE^ heavy
positive ion space charges.
See the following authors for a general description of the phenomena
of corona discharge:
3U. Loeh, L. B. , op. eit.
, pp. 51U-535.
35« jPsirwell, S, ?, ^Brush Discharge Phenoatena.* Physical Bevieif.
Tol. U, pp, 31-39 (191U).
36, Mai&ensie, ^, "The Corona in Air.- Phyglpal Heviewo ?ol. 5,
K). 29U-3IO (1915).
37. Crooker, S, J. "Direct Current Corona From Different Surfaces
and Hetals," Physical Seview , Vol. g, pp. 3liU-363, (I916).
38. Triohel, &. ^. *fhe Mechanism of Hegative Point to Plane
Corona.* Physical Review
. Tol. 5^^, pp. 107S-10gU (I93S).
39. iTrichel, <^. W. »The Medianlsm of Positive Point to Plane
Corona." Physieal Review , Vol. 55, pp. 382-390. (1939).
UO. Loeb, L. B, op. cit.
, p. 617.

IQm ''•riMRlBa of Xoaisatlosi (29)
Althou^ ionization Xsy electron collision is the chief
factor la the foraation of corona about electrical conductors, tiiere
are several other oMchaaiuBs operating 1>oth to inerei^e and diminish
the total number of ions present. Since the exact ijQwrtanee of each
is not as yet f^ly understood "by investigators in the field, they
will only be metioned here. *onisation by positive ioa collision
vas early proposed by J. S. Sovnsend as passible aechanitmt btit
today it Is still a aatter of controversy and is questioned "by aaoy
prosdnent pl:^8ieists. Photo-electric ionization due to x^otons
Miitted by excited aolecules or atoas is known to take place in the
corona but to r&i&t extent has not yet been measured, ^egative-ion
collision is known to produce some ionization but here again, "&& lack
a quantitative determinatioa in the corona, although J, S. Xowasend
has dsflnsd the mechaniss well. Lastly there is a certain aatount
of recombination of the positive ions in the gas \^i<^ under care-
fully controlled conditions as an isolated j^-enomenon can be ac-
curately measured but %^ich has not been accurately determined for
the corona discharge.
Mo^ work remains to be done before the swichanism of the
corona discbarge can be explained with certainty on a quantitative
basis, ^e now have an understanding of the laechanisBis involved
Ul. Stranathaa, op. cit., pp. 18-19.
U2. Sownsend, J. S. "The Genesis of Ions by the Motion of Positive
Ions in a Oas." Philosophical Kagasine . Tol. 6, pp. 598-618 (I903).

The Meehaaiaa of lonizatloa (30}
1ra.t th«re reiaaint the task of dlaeoTering; the exact io^rtaxxce of
each. Fl/=;are tvo portra^e the Tarious aechanisiBe disoaseed abore
and atteiipts to ahov them operating la their proper eec^eofee throat

























Section II She %eoz7 of BooadaTy Layer Control 1b^ lonizatioa (3I)
la a natural air flow sabject oaly to the forces of friction
and the t«Bperature or pressure gradients responsilsle for its Telocityt
a hoondary layer foras at the walls confining the flow which has ^««&
adectuately described Tiy Ton Karman and others, ilthou^ aost of the
work in the field of the thersodjmaaics of air flow has regarded the
gaseous stediuai as a eentlanna for purposes of quantitatiTe mathittatieal
analysis ( there are snuay advantages to a qualitative examination from
the kinetic or atomic riewpoint. In fact the energy losses arising
froa wall frictional effects siay he c<»aEq^letely described on this
basis.
If WB Titmalise an indiiridual moleoule aoving adjacent to
the wall its entire motion aay be decomposed into four distinct
Telocity Tectors. As a result of the t«Bperature at idxich the aediua
exists and by the law of equipartitlon of energy, the IndlTidoal
aolecule will haTe a translational Telocity due solely to its theraal
energy )^^eh aay be decomposed into three eqvM. t^locity Tectors
dln^ted along the X, T, and Z axes of a three dimensional orthogonal
coordinate syst^a. fhe fourth soapoaent of the molecular motloai is
that due to the stream Telocity and it B^y be represented by a free
Tsetor equal in magnitude and direction to the aTerage streasi Telocity
at this point. It is this directed component of aotion which haft been
produced only after the expenditure of energy to create the necessary
pressure or temperature gradient t&ieh is lost when the molec\ile
collides with the wall.

fh« fSieoxy of Bowadftjcy X«gror Control ligr Ionization (32)
Ihilllto ft li^t rsgr idiieh apo& striking a alrror i« rcflm^tod
ftt a vol! dsfi&ed asglo vitbomt onor^ loss, a ooleeola i^ieh strikos
a swfaoe is iaKporarlly adi^rlied with the resultant loss of its antire
stream Yelooity. At sona latar tlsia it is ejected into the streass at
a elocitT' vhloh Is a ftoetlon of the wall testporature. 'I^ms aloi^
a wall surface we csa. rlsaallsa tha frlotional affect as arising froa
a large aos'^r of slow, low oaergjr molecules ejeeted froa the siurfaea
oadareoing eolllsions with other aolaeules idiieh have not jet contaeted
tka wall and robhimg them of all or part of their strMos Teloolty.
©lis affect is coatiBUOusl^' cosBsualcafeed outward and is responsihle for
tha Telocitjr distribation is. the hotmdary layer which varies froa xaro
at the iiall to the streaa Telocity at the outer limit.
The fEUidaBwntal proposition of this thesis is ^at if tha
aelaealaa of the flowing air strean can be pre-resited from striking
%ke walls confining the streaa that there will he no energjr lossea dae
to the effects descrihad ahore. If it were possible to prevent all
tka aolecules tT€m striking the wall there wotdd, indeed, be no
tafOttdazy lasrer.
Fhjrsieally this affaet is being soo^t by atteii^ting to
saturate the boundary layer with large numbers of poaitl^e ions of
nitrogen and 02£ygen. fHe entire flow la then placed ia an electrostatio
field so directed that the positire ions will erery^era be repelled
froa the surfaxsa and thus prerented froa striking it and giving up
their strea^a velocity eoapoaant.

feotion III Ssseriptioft of fiquipsidiit (33)
Part At Air Tlov Xqaipsont
The Tehiel* diosen as l«idlzig itself most roadlly to a test
of the effect of bouixdary layer control ti^ ionisation in a flowing air
•tr«tfi i«a8 a subsonic diffairar of delil)erately poor design. She details
of the particular units used are illustrated in figures 3«^*5*6» an& 7*
1h» diffuser itself was designed with an area ratio of two to one and
a six degree angle on each wall. This coahiaation assures a poor
pressure rise efficient %^ich it is the ohject of this inrestigatioB
to atteo^t to iarprore. fhe aetering nozzle and the accelerating nozzle
•action attached to the diffoser itself were l^oth designed la aeeordaneo
with A.S.M.2. specifications.
Instruaentation of the air flow %fa8 acceapli^ed Is^ aerourj
sad water manometers. Miero-«ano»eters were used in locations whare
the pressures to he measured were wifficiently small to rehire them.
^uilit^tiTe data on the air flew was also provided for \^ haII probes
with fisuB threads attached for visual ohservation of flow characteristics.
^e air aetering <diaaher isuaediately dowastreaa fros the
aetering nozzle was designed to provide as steady and laminar flow s»
possible for the diffuser section under test. The length of th« chaaber
ased was teirty inches and it was equipped with screen baffles to furthar
saooth out the flow.
Air supply- was obtained froa a fifty horsepower Sehrtnm















13»«eriptleN& of XquijaM^t (3H)
at thm inlet. HowoTer, to proride a aafe working iMrgiii all Aaaigsas
ytBvm based on a Bazlaea vei^t flov corresponding ts 173 o,t,u, at
the eoapreacor inlet at 530^ & total teaperatur««

Seteriptloa of aqfaipmeat (35)
Fart B: Sleotrittal Xquiimnst
ThB el«o%7«»dwi for ioaltstioa of th^Tioinidazy layer air and
for proTiding t^ naeaatary aloetroatalio eontrel flald within tbm
diffaaor are the k^ alaetrioal tmits. Siaee the bouBdazy layer is
the region idiioh it ia desired to ionise, the adranee electrodes
hare been iahedded eireoaferentially in the wall of the straight
seetioB of the plexiglass aossle leading to the Morass difftiser.
Skese electrodes eonsist of one thousandth inch shia brass sandwiched
in between the tme fourth inch pleociglass sheet of idiieh the nossle
was constructed, fhe upstream electode Is chax^ged negatitrely and
the downstz«aa electrode is one fourth of an loeh apstreaa frojs
the diffuser entrance eleotrieally connected to the diffuser and both
are grounded. 'Shm object of this arran^mwat is to cause a cor«ui
type discharge between the ^Karp edges ef the shim l»rass eleotredss
through the boundary layer only of the flowing air stream Just before
it enters the diffuser. Biis will result in a largs supply of positive
ions flowing in the bonndaxy layer of the diffuser.
static pressure search tube of one tenth inch outside
disaeter steel tubing is inserted in the center of the diffuser
throat and stQ>ported %fell upstream in the nietering chamber by two
plexiglass insulating struts and outside the diffuser b? & plexiglass
insulator. !^is tube has been carefully centered and serres both as
a oenterllne static pressure tap and as the negative electrode of
the eleetrostatie control field in the diffuser.

Setcription of XquipBeat (56)
JB^ ehATSiBs th« ••arch tube xMtfatlTely with respeot to tk*
vail of the difftioor the positire ioas entering the difftLser hevaiAaxj
Itqror will tend to aierate toimrd the eeaterline a«^ative eleetrode.
% ad4^Mtiiie the potential dlffereaee between, the poeitire diffoser
vail and the negatlTe tearoh tube the Telocity of poeitive ion
algration mas' ^ ohosen i^ich yields the greateet net inereaoe in
difftLser pressure rise effieienej or the aost desirable -reloeity
profile at any eroes seotioa.
Two hl^ Toltage low current supplies were used. Oae was
oaployed to prodaice the corona discharge potential betireen the tvo
adTaaoe electrodes. She other was eiQ>loyed to f^mi^ the electro-
static field in the diffuser. If proper voltage di-riding e<|uipaent
had been available one supply vould have sufficed for both tasks.
fhe 100 kilovolt supply used for the corona disc^iarge was
designed and built by the G^e&eral Blectric Coispaay. It consists
essentially of a step-nip transformer capable of 100 K. 7. output
on the secondary with n U^ volt input to the prisiary. Swo kenotroa
tubes each acting as a helf wave rectifier convert the sixty cycle
input to a direct current output with about ten pereeat ripple at
full load. Control ecruii»09tt as shown in fi^re S is provided to
give voltage outputs varying fron sero to fall load.
^e 50 kilovolt supply for the diffuser electrostatic field
was designed isnd built by i^r, A. deSraffenried of the Aeronautical
Engineering Department at Seaitselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Ssaoriptlea of Xqalpo^ft (37)
It eossista of a W««tin^oua« EoaotroA tub* and assoeiatad aqtiipaant
«• dMwi la flgora 9. Ihia particular aapply was ehoaen for eentrol
of tlia electroatatie field beesaae it haa proTisiona for aocurate
eontrol and aeaattTMiant of the applied potential %Ailek are lackiaf


































































Svetlon hi lzp«ria»atal Proeedure and Results (3S)
Preliioiaaiy plaat eall«d for iaoreasiag Xhm wei^t flow at
^AXiih. separation would oootur in the diffaser 'bj io&lsiag tka l>oaAdaJT
lajror. fhis was ro^ardod a« a valid criterion for the effectiTO
redaction of l)oandar7 layer wamrgy losses for it is these rerjr losses
which oaose the separation to oeenr. She c^uaatitatiTe effeets would
Ito aeasored as an increase in diffuser pressure rise efficient and
«B«rg3r effieittwy.
Sie first ]^rohl«B to be sol-red was to determine inmt exactly
t^en separation did ooetir. The usual oethods of static pressure
trarerse or visual search of the exit plane boundary layer with a probe
and fine thread could not be used. Vith no axial electrostatic field
and no ioaisation the separation point could be easily found by the
abOTe oethods t however, once the electrical fields ibscessaxy for ion
control and corona dis^iarge were established no pressure readings
taken inside the diffuser could be relied upon. 7alse readings were
attributed to ion tMrnbardaent of the static pressure openings due to
Sradients in field strength at the sharp edges of the pressure ti^s.
Sm probe method was also unusable because the thread acting as a visual
guide would pidc up a charge in the form of atte^ed ions and tend to
align itself %fith the electrostatic field rather than with the air
flow.
JOk attempt was then nade to define separation by use of
pressure readings taken at the inlet and outlet of the difftxser %diere
the effects of the electric fields used were eomparatively small.
This was done by operating the diffuser at various wei^t flows and

ficp«rla«ital Proe«dare aad Becttlta (39)
B0tiBg inl«t and «cit nftch nonlMrs ased presaarsa. 5h« eaXmxlat«d
diffusAT effloiaaejr was tii«i plotted agalaftt v«i^t flov as shova
i& figare 10.
It Oaa be seea from this emrve that aa appareat laereaee Im
dlfftowr effleicnM7 has eoourred at a i^iglit flow of about O.I9 pounds
per seeoad. Shis of eounw repseseats the polat or rather the be-*
^aalag of the raage of sei^ratioa. Thd oaXctalated rise la effieleaesr
shovB at this poiat is eatirely the result of the fact that the dif-
fuser is being giToa credit for dis^argiag to a1»08£herie pressure
froa its tiiroat aaeh aGusber scad |««ssajra. Xa realil^r aeparatioa has
eocarred at soae poiat iaside tl» difftuser aad the aotual arm ratio
throa^ vhich air is diffttsiag is less thaa the overall -valae.
It is also ap3pareat frtm the soatteriag of polats obtaiaed
ia the sepe^atioa raage that the actual i^eaoseaoa of separatioa is
a Terjr uastable thiag. Bi^peated atteapts to coafiae the exaet regiMi
of sepejratioa vithia smdler liaits "i^ ^is method we^ aasuoeessfal.
Th» nszt step was aa attesiQ^t by bouadaxy la^rer ioaisatioa to
rtiew a large «aou^ ehaage ia weight flew before separatioa so that it
i^t be dttBoastmted as a positire ioorease orer the above liadt as
fouad with uaioaised air flow*
Vaaerous electrical difficulties aade the above tai^ ia*
possible. ^bM first was that the coroaa el^strode as origiaally
desigaed would spark ever at oaly sli^tly above coroaa oaset thus




Szp«riiBcat«l Proe«dxuni and H«aalt« mo)
lagr^r. 7h« reason; for ililc w&« trae«d to tvd fftetor*. Virst of all
th» original dittaooa of 0*7 in^o* f^a the advaaea alaetroda to tha
diffaaar wai too ahort. Saooadlj tee diffuser ed^ whi<^ waa Intaadad
to proTida a poiat of field oeaaentratloB vaa not in faet a point of
oonTersaaee for tha lines of forea ef the electric field. Siaae two
defeata were reaedied Tqr mOTing the adrsoioe eleetroda I.69 inehea
froB the diffoaer entranae and then plaeing a aeeoad electrode of one
thooaandth inch ahia hraaa one foorth of an iaeh T^^atreaa trtm tha
diffewer eatranee and eenneeting it to ground petentisd. fhis arrange-
aant proridad two aharp edgea at a high potential differeaoe and attf-
fieiently far spmrt to allow a good oorozia diaehari^.
Farther testa, hevever, shoved that heeaase of eoaparatiTaly
large t^oantitiea of oil dropleta preaant in the air supply fr«»i tha cob-
jnraaaor and the aaohanical diffieolties of installing proper insulation
in the air metering section that the adraxiee electrode -voltage oast "im
limited to twelre thousand volts to prerent sparking to ground. Ihis
potsntial proTided from aeventj to ninety nloro-sBperes of corona
current lAiieh means that only a snail percentage of the total nunher
ef aolecules tocistiag in the boundary layer were actually ionized. In
law of thia faet it was iSBediately realized that since the znaber
of ions could not be increased linearly with strees Telocity becanaa
of equipment limitations that the effects desired would be moat
noticeable and easily measured at the lower Telocitiea.

Sip0rla»nt«l. Proo«dar« and Sesultt {hi)
At tte XoiMr rates of flov It was d»eidod that Idte Teloditjr
profiX« at the diffuser eacit plsae would be the beet erlterioa of! tke
•ffectlTe&ets of ioaisatioa. INsr an unioolzeA flow witii TOnaal •tuBVgy
losMs oeourrlag at the wall tke veloelty would bdliaTe aoeordiag to
well kaown laws rmrflns tr&m sero at the wall to the etve«« Telocity
at the eenter. Vl^ «a loalsed flow idiich was oae h»&djred peree&t
•ffeetlTO, that is prevented all «oleeule8 froa strikixLg the wall and
loslog all hut their thermal eaergy coBipoai«Qit»> we al^t eag^eet to
find the streaa T#loeity persistiag to within one soleoular eolliillett
radius of the wall. Slbs actual profile observed if ioaisation redafies
boundary layer energy losses appreeiably should lie soaei^iere ^tweea
MMse two llnits.
fo ebserre eaq^ria^tally the effect of bocotdary li^er loni-
sation on the velocity profile a saall pitot tube and aleohol micro-
anooeter ware used to record the dynaaic head in inches of aleohol
at neasured distazices froa the diffcuier wall at the ccit plane. ^^b»
results of tl^se tests with and without ionization are abovti am
Viggun 11 tgr plotting velCoity -versus distance froa ^e wdl.
These data indicate that aui the theory predicts the miaber
of Bolecular collisions with the wall has been B»terially redoeed.
She Telocity' profile using an ionised boundary layer has been con-
siderably flattened and the free streaa velocity has been closely ap-
aproached at only 0.10 inaiuam froa the wall lAiere foraerly it existed




Experimental Data for Determi nation of Velocity Profile at Diffuser
Exit Plane With and Without Ionization
Dyapjnlo Pressure In Inches of Alcohol at
Various Distances from Diffuser Wall
0.02" 0.10' 0,20' 0.30'
0.035 0.075 0.095 0,123
0.0l-!0 0.080 = 105 0.123
0,050 0.085 0.105 0,123





























Is^criatBtal Prooedore and Baaults (^2)
tto flow resulted la it ralo^ity ehaage of from 10*9 f*et p«r taeoad
to 13.9 f«et per second or aa increase of kOj^, Oat la the free streaa
at a distance of O.3 laches froa the wall ionisatlea of the booadazy
layer could act be expected to change the reloclty for it had prerlooslj
beea anaffacted hgf frlctioaal losses at the nail.

S«atldii ^3 ]^eoBm«adations for Tutore Eesaarc^ (H3)
2Qu prol»l«a of •llaiBattea of t)0U]^Uu?7 la^or •aerg7 loot**
wM it luMi here been atte^ked le eesentially one of amwnttta traaefer
froa ionised »>leoalet iwxt to the vail to adjacent aoleealee fi^rther
<»Lt in the free etreaa. fhe Boa^atua tnuiBforred aeast be such that
the onlonised aoleeule vill Juet he prerented frea oollieioa vith ^ui
vaXl. and not given asgr a^reciahle cross st»Mia Tslooi^ eoaponeat.
iMkOTdingly. siaoe the forei^iag ezpexlB^ntal data has prorea the
Validity of the theorjr of this neehaniaa the first and all-taportant
next step mtst he a oarefal aathea^tical analsrsis of hotmdary layer flev
«i the basis of kinetic th«»Z7 in aa effort to determine how sock
mouMTELtvm transfer is aeeessary per anit boundary layer Toloee at
a given prassfura. This iaforaatiea wiXX aalce possible eq^pnent
designed to give the greatest energy outpat with a ainimGn ii^^t.

S«60BB«idatloas for %tur« Hft8«ayoh i^)
Part Is Srag B«d»Atid&
Th» aietliod of the eoroaa dist^iarge uMid to produce loai-
s&tion is littl« Bor» tixaa an ai^rimftDLtal eoaTeaioMt*. Va haim
aTaila1t)la powarful aaergy supplies idiioh may be used for ioaisatiott
in a seomber bf radioaeti-v« Bateriala* Sinee alpha partieXea ara ona
of the atoat effactive of tka xindlo&etiTe emiasiona la prodnelz^ ioni-^
aation, their use in place of the adTaoce eleetrodea hae a great
•j^p«al. If ions are supplied Iqr this means the onljr elaotrie field
amsassar^r would be on the control electrode which draws only a fraetioa
of the total ctirrfflait necessarsr. Thia ii^^oediately salcas it passibla ta
think of afpliestions to airborne equipment \db»re heavy elM^trieal
agn^u^tus is out of the (foastion.
i^pljriag the theory as used in this Qaq;>erimeat but obtaining
the ionizing energy f^rom a ri^eaatiTe alpha ray sourae it oay be
possible to reduce the viscous dra^ on the wi&g surfaces of an air-
craft. This has already been attempted with ecnsidez^ble euooess by
Kr» 4. de G-raffenried of Kensselaer Polytechnic Institute and ftirther
research on the subject say siake possible a practieal a^lieation.
It is net at all certain that the idea of ionizing the
bouadarsr layer air before it flows orer the aerodyaanie surfaces is
the best approach. Sereral other methods of atta^ are possible and
sliould be tried. At present the most promisizt^ of these eewa to be
injection of an ionized boundary layer or coating of the flow arsMi
with radioaotiTS materials to giTe continuous ionisation. Of the two.

XMMMiMftdatiotts for Suture leseareh (^3)
the coating of tho snrfaee vith ioaisins aaterlalt looks most appll^ble
•iaee in emj Inttallatioa roqalring ion Ixxjeetioa froa some outside
source the loaie recoBhinatioa rate will becoae a eontrollixng factor.

S«ee»s«ndatioaa for iNitur« Be«««ya3i (U6}
Pari Ot Pla&t Sboek tfavs StaMlisatloa
If iM oan aee«pt %h« pswM&t thaory of fAoek waTO ecclllatieft
at th« result of a abort oireaiting of the hi^ pr«««tur« oa tha dotMt>
stream side throu^^ a 8al>-aoBle booadarj lajrer thea there is sose hope
of osing ionized flow to effect stabllisatioa. If a super-aooustle
tewhfdaxgr IiQrer eaa Im ereated thea the shook froat eould Mctead to the
eosfiaiag wall aad thus elladaate the aormal (qrele of eellapse and
refoxvatloa. If booadarj ligrer energy loss cottld he prevented at a
soffioiently hlg^ efflolenojr Isar ioaie repulsion at the vail as \f»M
dams la this experioeat this effeet nd^t he aohleved. Aa alteraatlTie
voald be to pMvent eaergr loss w» effleiently as possible lay this
sttMd and thea at the eoapated aeaa sh(^c ware position proride two
aeceleratlag eleetrodea to glTe ^e boundary layer a supersonle
velocity. If suoeeesfnl this wwald then lead to the fomatioa of a





Experimental Data for Analysis of Flow in the Dlffuser
1. All pressures in inches of water except Za P which is in
Inches of nercury.
2. Barometer Runs l-=6; 3O.OSS inches of Hg.
Barometer Runs 7-9; 29-308 inches of Hg.


















































































































































Gage Pressures Abs. Pressures
P, P, t? /.P P,p^P-^Po ^0 ^^«'
^M*^--
in.H^O lbs. /ft? In.H lbs. /ft? lbs. /ft? lbs. /ft? lbs, /ft?
1 25.2 130.9 15^3 1081 1211.9 2252.9 3333.9
2 18,8 97.6 11.9 8U2 939.6 2219.6 3061.6
3 IU.5 75.^ 9o^ 66U 739. U 2197.
U
2861.U
U 10.1 52.5 6.7 U73 525.5 217U.5 26U7.5
5 U.3 22.35 3.1 219 2U1.35 21^U.U 2363.
u
6 2.7 lU.Ol 2.0 lUl 155.01 2136.0 2277.0
7 16.7 86.8 10.7 756 gU2.8 2191.8 29U7.8
g 17.7 92.0 11. 2<I 79 U S86.0 2197.0 2991.0




T \ lbs. /sec.
^M^
1 1.1+80 0,.770 0.7^6 23.62 5.60 0.237
2 1.382 0,.696 0.670 23.62 U.96 0.210
3 1.305 0,.630 0.600 23.62 U.39 0.186
U 1.219 0,."^kO 0.512 23.62 3.71 0.157
5 1.100 0,>3T5 0.350 23,62 2.50 0.106
6 1.06U 0,.300 0.278 23.62 1.98 0.08U
7 l.3»+7 0,.667 O.6UO 23.61 U.67 0.198
g 1.362 .630 0.652 23.79 I4.76 0.200









In.H^O lbs. /ft? Iba./ft* Pj A^
^S ^B
1 36.U -189.0 1933 O.U^.2 O.USO 0.206 0.220
2 27.0 -lUOo5 19gl 0,390 O.IVI5 0.182 0.198
3 20.6 -107.0 2015 O.3UO 0.365 0.161 0.150
U 1U.1+ -7U.9 20U7 0.282 0.305 0.136 0.125
5 6.2 -32.2 2090 0,187 0.201 0.092 0.085
G U.O -20,
g
2101 O.IU7 0.155 0.073 0.070
7 23.^ -121.5 l9gU 0.367 0.390 0.173 0.187
g 24.9 -129.2 1976 0.37'4 o.Uoo 0.176 0.190






tun 1 - — «.—
^ ^E Pt h P ^E
1 0.912 0.088 1.170 1.035 0.-285 0.115 0.765
2 0.93H 0.066 1.125 1.028 o.'Ui; 0,086 0.768
3 0.9U9 0.051 1.095 1.017 0.929 0,071 0.719
U 0.965 0.035 1.066 1.013 0.952 0.0U8 0.729
5 0.985 0.015 1.028 1.007 0.980 0.020 0.750
6 0.990 0.010 1.019 1.006 0.987 0.013 0.770
7 0.9U2 0.058 1 110 1.025 0.523 0,077 0.75H
8 0.939 0.061 1.115 1.026 0.920 0,080 0.763
9 0.9U1I 0.056 1.116 1.028 0.921 0.079 0.709

HI
BC « lla»T> ttanter la ast^rlag s&szl* «eEi%
A w as«a of meieriag bossIh « 0.^80 In.* « O.OO3335 ft.
A p » ^r#sffi£P» dlff•iWHM aei««s matsrisg aossX*
I'll
*• statie ^ra«mr» «^ireiua of aot«riag aoszX«
# » aiatlo ^retsar* dovaatraiia of »«6«rii^ aesslo




» A P ?^
*« • ^M - AP
^^ •" ga^X^^^ • lOil l^./ft.* I»«a
29.92
P « 25.2X 5-W « 1^.9 ll»./ft.* gaga
Pg « XOgl 130.9 « 1211.9 l^./f*.* sa@a
^B • 10.0gg y21l6 • 2122 ll»./f%.*
^.920
P^« 130.9 -^ 2122 « 2^2.9 ll»./f|.* ftt^aolala
Pjj « 1211.9 -^ 2122.0 « 3333.9 lis. /ft.* abaolata
2252.9













w « 0.7^ x^^ Ai^
y^
«« = 5!;s.5''» J% 25.62
0.7^ K £252.9 X 0.001335 « 0.237 Itw./we,

S«M(pltt Oiffoscr Xfflel«iii8ar Caleulation
n
Syalbols as«di
Pj « 2nrMi«itr« at dlfi^er throat
?- spresoar* at ^IttBM^r «xlt
p s ealeolated 14»al pressure
H s aaeh moBbar at Aiffoaer throat
U^ » saeh ana^r at difftuier exit
1_ s area of dlffaaor t&roat
ig » area of difjfiEUier exit plasae
6. - dlffaeofr pressure rise efficiency
1 - Pj
p>g « P- siftM AlffKsor is dis^argi!!^ to atmospherie
preseure.
aad:
Pg « Pg « 2122 lbs./ft.* absolute
ij »= 0.925 ia.* « 0.0061;2 ft.®
Ag « 1.850 itt.** « 0.01282 ft.*

nadM^:
a . J^ (.. ss ,)W/f




<<««) * O'^f * g^'^ " 0.2055
* 2122 X 0.01282
s « 0.220
riad pip:
l«t P^ W i^^swum i^MNi M «
at M^ Po at Kg « Po * ^-^^^S
— w 1.1|0 ^^
%
^m P 1
^ « « _ « 1.015 « 0.g«5
1-
-1 1 - 1211
P« 2122
Z m ^ « 0.088
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